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he powerful influence of the Italian Renaissance on art,
architecture, literature, philosophy, music, and government
is beyond dispute. But many questions are still debated.
When did the Renaissance start and when did it end? How
did women and the poor experience the Renaissance? Moreover, the
Renaissance contains many striking contradictions. The Italian citystates were intense competitors, and this competition, according to some
historians, was important for the cultural fertility of the Renaissance. Yet
these cities also fought each other so bitterly that they created a power
vacuum enabling the often destructive intervention of foreign kingdoms.
The wealth of late medieval Italian cities is widely believed to have
created a strong structure of sponsorship enabling artists to produce. Yet
the period of the Renaissance also witnessed the catastrophic Great Plague,
and trade lanes at the end of the 15th century shifted decisively to the Atlantic
seaboard, leading to a long economic decline of Italy and the Mediterranean
region. The Renaissance prefigures the secularism and rationalism
of the enlightenment, yet the period also spurned religious
fanaticism and infighting.
Regardless of how we answer these questions, the
Renaissance remains a fascinating and multidimensional
period. It is a nodal point for the transmission of antique
ideas and art forms into modern Europe and the
world, and at the same time it is a foundation for
many modern developments. Crucial concepts
of modern science come from the Renaissance.
Political theory received decisive impulses, and
the origins of modern diplomacy are often traced
back to the microcosm of the Italian city-states
in this period, when embassies fulfilled functions
from spying to conflict limitation. The violin was
perfected as an instrument in this period. As alums
return to their alma mater, we should also consider
how the liberal arts ideal represented by Colby can be
traced back to the Renaissance and how the Renaissance
in this sense has shaped all of our lives.
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More Questions
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Watson Fellow Jeronimo Maradiaga ’09 set out to immerse himself in the lives of the world’s most
disadvantaged young people. He did just that, in India, South Africa, and Ecuador, and returned to
the United States with more questions than answers. Page 16
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